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NEWSLETTER 

We are now on 

Facebook and 

Instagram. Follow us 

on both platforms to 

see everything going 

on from day to day.  

July, 2018 

In this issue: 

• What’s new with 

Nature’s Spirit 

• Polish Quill 

• Stripped Quill 

• Magic Carpet 

• Cul De Canard 

•Acrysilk Dubbing 

By: Thomas Lamphere 

What’s New with Nature’s 
Spirit? 
   Hello Everyone,  

 Have you seen the website recently? New products are 

being published almost every day until we have them all on 

the website. Stay tuned to be on top with everything going on 

there. We also want to thank everyone for reading our first 

newsletter. It became popular rather fast, and we are excited 

to get the newsletter in front of you every other week.  

 Polish Quills is a niche Euro company that has found its place with 

a very select set of materials.  This company is located in Poland 

next to some of the top trout and grayling rivers in Europe. Because 

these folks have spent so much of their time on the water and with 

materials, they have perfected their selection to be the best on the 

market. These incredible people hand select each feather and hand 

strip each quill to insure that you have the best quality possible.  

 Keeping their selection to just a few materials has ena-

bled this company to keep up with their very fine quality. 

To go with their hand-stripped quill and hand-picked CDC, 

they also have a Magic Carpet craft fur and an Acrysilk 

dubbing.  Nature’s Spirit has the US distribution of these 

materials, and all of these materials have become very 

popular in the United States. 

Hand Stripped Quills 

 These Hand Stripped Quills are a blessing to fly tying. 

Quill-body fly tying has been around for ages and has 

become more popular with the surge in Euro-nymph fish-

ing. Nothing looks more natural on any small bug then a 

quill body.   Polish Quills has earned their reputation by 

the quality of these supple and easy-to-use quills. 

anything down to a size 22. There 

are 16 colors currently in circulation 

with 17th being purple which is com-

ing soon. Not only are these hand-

stripped quills convenient to tie with, 

but they are very durable on the fly 

and in the water as well. 

 With this quality and color selection 

available, why strip quills when you 

can buy the best on the market? 

Stripping quills can be tricky and frustrating at times, and Polish Quills has it down to a sci-

ence. Each package comes with 25 quills. They are big enough to tie a size 12, and perfect for 
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Magic Carpet 

 Magic Carpet is a very select craft fur that is provided by Polish Quills.  Finding quality and 

length in craft fur is every streamer tiers biggest problem. Polish Quills put the time and effort into 

finding the best craft fur on the market. Their Magic Carpet has the length and quality of taper that 

we as streamer tiers look for.   

This craft fur works with about any size of 

streamer from steelhead flies to small bone-

fish flies. Hand-stacking this easy-to-use 

material will make a uniform, short, bulky tail.  

You can also leave it long for larger stream-

ers. 

With 18 different colors to pick from, you can 

fill about any streamer box you posses.  

 If you have never tied with craft fur, you 

should give this material a shot as any bucktail 

or marabou replacement. You will be happy 

with the results that you get at your vise and in 

the water.  

Cul De Canard 

Cul De Canard is one of the top feathers in 

the bug world, being a favored feather 

among midge and emerger tiers. Googling  

“CDC flies” will give you access to a mas-

sive selection of patterns to pick from.  

 Unlike all other packages of CDC, Polish 

Quills hand-selects each feather for the 

best quality, counts 100 feathers, and stacks them in the package. Along with their quality, you 

have 19 colors to pick from, giving you exactly what you need for a wide range of bug patterns. 

Acrysilk Dubbing 

Acrysilk dubbing is a top-quality dubbing made from a soft acrylic fiber and true silk. This short -

fibered dubbing is a tier’s dream for mid-sized and smaller bugs. It also floats well, making it a 

great dubbing for dry flies.  

The short fibers of Polish Quill’s Acrysilk Dub-

bing makes a natural looking body and collar 

when used in a dubbing loop. You can brush 

it out and not have overly-long fibers coming 

off the fly that need to be trimmed. This fea-

ture makes this a great dubbing for scuds. 

**************************************************************

 Polish Quills has made a name for themselves in quality and hand selection. If you have not 

tied with any of their products, we urge you to do so and make your own judgment. We are happy 

to have them in our lineup of products, and are excited to see any future product that comes from 

Polish Quills.  


